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HOW TO DESCRIBE A MEDINA TO
someone who has never been in one? Let’s
begin with the word. It’s Arabic for town, and
throughout the Middle East and North Africa
the medina is the trademark hub of scores of
cities, all of them ancient.
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These are tangled, twisted knots of narrow lanes,
compressed within high walls of clay and stone, built in
an age when a city’s greatness was often defined by
the quality of its defences from other cities and
marauding armies.
Today you can visit any great Moroccan city and
choose to ignore their medinas. Casablanca, Rabat,
Marrakech, Tangier all have attractive 20th-century
features — wide boulevards, malls, gardens, office
towers. But at the heart of every city is an ‘old city,’ its
medina. Walled, gated, fortressed against many things
— development, urban renewal, and for some, social
change. But mostly they seem to be fortresses against
time. Outside the walls of the medina you can sip a
Coke while you ride cross-town on a sleek electric
tram. You can have a Coke inside the medina too; you
just know it got there in a cloud of dust on the back of
a donkey.
“There are, give or take, ten thousand lanes in
there,” our Fez taxi driver tells us as we wait outside
the Batha Gate for our hotel porter. “The narrow
streets were built to be complicated. It made it more
difficult for the invaders.”
It’s no picnic for modern invaders either. Every map
of the Fez Medina looks like a CT scan of some fibrous
part of the human body. Or a cross-section of a frontal
lobe. Every hotel and restaurant has their version of
the map, which they hand out like life preservers to
floundering travellers. Some are faded photocopies,
some more polished and colourful. All, I guarantee you,
are useless. One minute after the door of the hotel
(café or shop) clicks shut behind us, maps in hand, and
we are lost and confused.
I am with my husband Ken on a twelve-day trip to
Morocco, beginning and ending at the Casablanca
airport. Our focus is on Fez, the third largest city, once
the capital of the Moroccan kingdom, and still
considered its cultural and spiritual heart.
And, we had heard, from someone, somewhere,
that the food was better.
What we would hear over and over during our brief
time in Morocco is that the best food is served in
Moroccan homes, and, in truth, we struggled to find a
restaurant that shone. And though this may be my first
TASTE& TRAVEL story that doesn’t include restaurant
recommendations, there is still much food to talk
about in this beautiful, fascinating country.
We are staying in the old part of Fez, known as Fezel-bali. The walled medieval city was established by
the Idrisids, a dynasty founded by Idris ibn Abdallah
and his wife Fatimah at the end of the eighth century.
Today, the Fez Medina is the largest in Africa, boasting
one of the world’s first universities and the oldest
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mosque in Africa (the spectacular Qairaouiyine). Fez-elbali is also the largest car-free urban area in the world.
Our base is Riad Laaroussa, a grand sanctuary of
carved plaster, mosaic floors and orange trees. Once a
17th-century home, its rooms have been meticulously
restored to a former splendour. Four storeys high, the
Riad (Arabic for house or palace) Laaroussa has an open
roof for lounging, dining and gazing over the medina.
The spectacular view is dominated by the striking green
roofs of the Qaraouiyine Mosque complex and the
ruined Merenid Tombs beyond. Eight Laaroussa
guestrooms frame an interior courtyard and fountain. Its
two resident Labrador Retrievers (pets of the riad’s
European owners) lumber to their feet upon our return
home from a day of wandering, our necks cricked from
looking up at the carved woodwork, the faded stucco
decorations and magnificent crumbling architecture of
monuments and mosques, and peering at herbalists and
spice sellers, coppersmiths and boilermakers, butchers
and bakers, pungent tanneries and wily carpet sellers,
mule cart drivers, squawking chickens and stray cats. In
short, all the ordered busy-ness of daily life in the
medieval labyrinth.
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…the Fez Medina is the
largest in Africa…

Cook
SERVES 6–8

Bissara

it

Fava Bean Soup
YOU WILL LIKELY be offered breakfast in your Fez
hotel or riad, but if you want to go thoroughly local,
slip into a tiny street café for fava bean soup. Known
as “man’s breakfast,” Bissara is hearty, warming and
filling. We enjoyed the soup dolloped with mashed
roasted garlic, a squeeze of lemon juice, and a sprinkling
of hot chili powder.
Dried Fava Beans
500 g, soaked
overnight in
cold water
Olive Oil 2 Tbs
Garlic 2 cloves,
chopped
Salt 1 Tbs
Cracked Black
Pepper ½ Tbs
Cumin Powder 1 Tbs
Paprika 1 Tbs
(optional)
Water 2 L
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
3 Tbs

Garnish
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Cumin Powder
Red Chili Pepper
optional
Lemon juice from 1

1 DRAIN soaked fava beans,
peel and clean them well.
2 COMBINE beans, garlic,
oil, salt, spices and water
in a pressure cooker, cover
tightly and cook over
medium heat for about
an hour, or until beans are
soft. If not using a pressure
cooker, the beans will take
longer to soften.
3 MASH beans with a
wooden spoon or potato
masher, and return to the
cooker over low heat to
thicken the soup.
4 LADLE soup into bowls,
and garnish with olive
oil, cumin, and optional
red chili pepper. Squeeze
lemon over top and add
dollop of mashed roasted
garlic mixed with oil and
chili flakes if you wish.

Roasted Garlic Paste
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Within the medina are the souks, or markets. They
can be long lengths of stands or a small nest of tents
tucked along the bend of an alleyway, each clustered
together selling the same thing: rugs, copper pots,
clay tagines, spices, beef, fish, olives, bread.
Or chickens. It was in the chicken souk where an
Australian woman fainted just in front of us. I had
been attempting to take photographs of the butcher
slitting the throat of the complaining bird, when the
Aussie went down saying, as she keeled over, that it
was “all a bit too real.” Her husband required help
from mine laying her down on the blood-stained,
feather-dusted lane amongst a few clucking hens.
The feral cats paid no mind to her or the chickens, too
fixated on the breakfast of entrails they were about to
receive from the butcher.
She was ushered into a neighbouring shop, offered
mint tea and a chance to compose herself. We left her
just as the water was boiling and the carpets were
being unrolled for inspection.
We were off to meet a woman who needed no
map. Siham Lahmine of the tour group Plan-itMorocco had agreed to help us get our bearings, to
understand better the life within the walls, and
particularly the food life in the souks.
She starts us off with “breakfast for men”, bowls of
fava bean soup called bessara, thick, garlicky and
fragrant of salted cumin, slick with olive oil, served
with bread. Two little boys with matching Power
Rangers schoolbags giggle at the sight of us. I ask
Siham what was funny. We are women, she tells me,
at a table where only men sit, eating guy food.
We bump into the boys again as they are leaving
the ferrane, maybe the most fascinating stop on our
food tour. They’ve just dropped off their mum’s
dough for baking at the communal oven before
scurrying off to school. The smell wafting out of the
narrow doorway should have been enough to help us
find the bakery, the “hub of the neighbourhood,” as
Siham describes it. But Ken and I had passed this
narrow door earlier in the day, before the drama in
the chicken souk, ignorant of the subterranean labour
so key to the rhythm of daily life.
Siham leads us down the steps to meet the bakers.
A dozen round loaves are spread on differently
checked, cloth-lined wooden palletts on the
400-year-old clay floor. This is traditional Arabic
bread called khobz or khubz. Each loaf is marked with
a metal dowel the baker holds in his teeth before
committing it to the clay ovens. This is to know to
whom the bread belongs — the family, food cart, riad
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or restaurant — Siham tells us, though usually it’s not
necessary. “He just knows by the look of the bread,”
she laughs as our eyes take in the hundreds of
identical looking loaves. The ferrane is the sum of two
medina realities: the essential nature of bread in
Moroccan culture and the paucity of space in
Moroccan medinas. Bread is everywhere and in every
meal in Morocco, and the communal ferrane is where
it gets baked.
Later, we will eat Fez’ famous celebratory dish of
bastilla, a warqa-wrapped pie stuffed with shredded
pigeon, saffron, onion, nuts, spices and herbs, eggs
and orange blossom water. It too is baked in the
ferrane before it’s dusted with powdered sugar and
patterned with cinnamon.
(The following day I come across a woman making
warqa — the phyllo-like wrap of the bastilla —
slapping fistfuls of spongy batter over and over in
concentric circles on a round grill to form a large,
almost transparent film of pastry, which she peels off
in one swift motion. I point to my camera and ask if I
might capture her hands in action. She hisses at me
and I scuttle away, feeling ashamed.)
Siham has found a young man to make us street
lunch. He’s perfectly happy to have his work admired
and his wares photographed. In his New York Yankees
cap, he sizzles and chops up slices of sausage —
camel spleen bulging with beef, lamb and camel meat
— on the griddle next to his family’s butcher stand.
He stuffs the meat, mixed with onion, lard, olives,
preserved lemon and chili powder, into a halved loaf
of khobz. A bit further along we are introduced to
ghoulal, snail broth, ladled out of a mammoth silver
tureen that bubbles atop the propane fire of the
soup-maker’s cart. We use toothpicks to extract the
meat from the shell and slurp up every bit of the
fragrant broth.
Next stop is the olive souk. Olives are Morocco’s
most important fruit. The displays in the market are a
visual feast — pyramids of green, brown, scarlet and
yellow, olives tight skinned and wrinkled. There are
pickles too, and preserves, housed in baskets, buckets
and jars. We are given samples to eat immediately.
And we buy jars of preserved lemons and harissa
(chili paste) for the suitcase home. And then it’s off to
meet the date vendors with their beautiful displays of
nuts and dried fruits, ancient scales at the ready.
Most of our purchases — the ones that attract the
sniffy dogs at the Montreal airport — are from Chez
Dwitcha. A spice seller and homespun apothecary, its
proprietor, Mohammed, doles out remedies for
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everything from my slightly-wobbly tummy to my
husband’s post-flight congestion. We buy paprika,
cumin and the house ras el hanout. Translated, it
means ‘top of the shop,’ a custom medley of spices
used in most traditional Moroccan dishes, from
tagines to couscous, grilled meats and soups, to the
Moroccan baked eggs we enjoy for breakfast. The
main spices in Mohammed’s ras el hanout are cumin,
coriander, cinnamon, cardamom, cayenne, turmeric,
allspice, nutmeg and pepper. Though his particular
blend, he tells us with a cheeky grin, includes spices
and aromatics that we are not to know. Those
mysteries are now housed in my Ottawa spice drawer.
Our last stop with Siham isn’t the prettiest market,
but it is the sweetest. It’s also quiet. The Fondouk
Kaat Smen is the honey souk, and it boasts its own
arched courtyard. We are led to a side room, where
large blue plastic buckets hold perhaps two dozen
varieties of wild honey. Sahim ladles up lavender
honey and eucalyptus honey, orange blossom and
sweet fig, gentle chamomile, gritty carob, and the
ultra-bitter arbutus honey, born of bees feeding from
the strawberry trees. We taste all of them and
wander home on a sweet high.
The soft hum of the sunset call to prayer escorts
us out of the souk. It grows in intensity, blaring
“Allahu Akbar” by the time we say a farewell to
Sahim. We approach Riad Laaroussa, bags bulging
with food treats, our maps now tossed, the darkening
alleyways ever so slightly more familiar.

…each loaf is marked
with a metal dowel…

Plan-it-Morocco
www.plan-it-morocco.com

Riad Laaroussa
www.riad-laaroussa.com
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ANNE DESBRISAY is an award-winning
Canadian food writer, restaurant critic,
editor and culinary judge.
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